Swedish Visitors
Early in June SAVEM hosted a five person research team
from the Swedish Bureau of Agriculture. This Veterinary
delegation, with visits scheduled to several Australian
states, included specialists in aquaculture, dairy, EU relations, and systems. Their special interest was in animal
welfare in emergencies, and biosecurity.
Local arrangements in Sweden differ quite markedly from
ours, but the target interests are aligned. The Swedish
Bureau of Agriculture has a wide range of responsibilities,
which here are spread across separate agencies. The
focus of animal Emergency Management is weighted to
the importance of animals in economics, but with a strong
welfare ethic. Climate dictates that a substantial part of
their livestock industry is indoors; wildlife such as moose
are seen as “economic” - as a hunting and tourism
resource, but are also a hazard on roads and highways.
Floods are a common natural hazard, particularly impacting on the dairy industry.
The Swedes were lovely people, and an afternoon of
conversation canvassed areas of mutual interest. We
gave them a portfolio of SAVEM’s structure and tasks, as
well as some industry specific technical papers written by
the Logistics Manager for DairySA in his “day job”, on
dairy efficiency, which have since promulgated nationally.
The visitors gave us some delightful Swedish gifts as well.
Vet nurses
In mid June Carol Haley represented SAVEM at the national vet nurses conference. She was able to outline our
ethos, processes and resources. It also again gave contact with interstate attendees who see the need for similar
organisational arrangements interstate, albeit needing to
be adapted to their particular jurisdictional framework.

THE SWEDISH DELEGATION: Richard, Johan,
Gudrun, Malte & Sarah, with Emilis.

Core positions
As SAVEM matures, it becomes ever more important to
develop succession and resilience in the organisation’s
senior volunteer positions. This gives continuity and
strengthens response capacity; while at the same time reducing workloads to individuals.
The current focus is to strengthen these areas:
1. Volunteer coordinator
This position ramps up SAVEM’s ability to have regular
contact with volunteers; notably to assist new incoming
individuals to find their feet in our processes and the contribution focus they may prefer.
2.

Meetings secretary

Skype meetings need to be held regularly throughout the
fire season, to avoid the down-time of travel. A meeting
secretary is needed to arrange a structured program and
take minutes. These have both a technical and social focus, to develop SAVEM’s forward program and to enable
both the current senior volunteers and incoming position
holders to team build.
Existing volunteers without defined roles are encouraged
to consider in which area of Functional Management they
have a personal preference or interest – Planning,
Logistics, Operations, Public Information – and talk this
through with the Coordinator.
Your initiative in suggesting where you can contribute in
our structures is appreciated.

SAVEM Nurse Coordinator Carol Haley with nurses at
The Hills VNCA conference in June 2014.

Fire truck cabin dash sticker project
With the active assistance of the CFS, SAVEM has a
project in progress to develop, print and distribute 1000
dashboard stickers to be fixed in fire truck cabs, advising
CFS field crews that we are the agency to contact with
regard to animals during and after emergency events.
Carol Haley has initiated & is coordinating this project.
A thank you
To incoming volunteers and people taking the ‘refresher’
via our on web training – thank you. It isn’t that your
lodged questionnaire is lost; as noted later, we struggle as
do many volunteer agencies, in having enough people to
do all the jobs that need doing in as timely a manner as
we would wish.

Thermal imaging camera (TIC)
Tamarand Cresswell is researching an appropriate thermal
imaging camera to be part of the dedicated field resources
in SAVEM’s Jeep.
Tamarand with the CFS TIC on loan to SAVEM at
the Cherryville fire, May 2013.

